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NHS Limit The Birthing Quotas   
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 Personal responsibility is a great thing.  Don’t use the NHS without it! 

1 My attention was caught this week by an article on the BBC 
about NHS birthing quotas.  It seems an odd concept to get your 
head around at first, but it was a story that took me back in time. 
 

 

2 The headline read –  
NHS England drops limit on offering Caesarean births. 
What the BBC means is that the limit has been scrapped 
altogether – not lowered to a different number. 
  

 

3 So, what are they saying exactly – the NHS I mean? 
The BBC article is here to read in full – in less than 2min flat – or less. 
It will take you longer to absorb what has been going on in maternity. 
 
A couple of quick takeaways though - to gain your attention. 
This is from the BBC article. 

• Shrewsbury and Telford Hospital NHS Trust is currently being 
investigated for nearly 2,000 maternity incidents.  This might be 
exceptional, but I would guess that this NHS Trust is not the only poor 
performer – and I’m right as the second BBC article [8] suggests.  

• 1,000 more babies a year would survive if England had safer maternity 
services.  A sobering thought.  Telford NHS Trust are not alone! 

• As most women – and all mums – probably know, Caesareans come in 
three types: Elective | Planned | Emergency – with a common overriding 
quality which means they are NOT great.   
They can be the least bad option. 
 

4 The trigger from this article came from a clear memory of my own. 
 
My firstborn was a success - but difficult. 
The very nice gynaecologist said,  
“Don’t worry, your second will be a dream – with no problems I assure you both.” 
Do these sound like famous last words to you? Well, they were! 
 
A few weeks later and following the usual scans etc, the news dropped that 
baby was no longer growing and mum needed to be induced.  OK, we 
thought – the situation is not the best, but these people know their stuff.  
  
The induction took some while - with an age spent in the local RUH hospital 
waiting for signs of movement.  Then eventually they came and off to 
delivery we went - together with a rather junior and inexperienced member 
of the midwife team – as it turned out.  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-60462720
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5 Anyone who has been through this process – good or bad – will remember 
much of what happened in clear detail. 
I’m going to spare you that - and just focus on the important – which was… 
There were problems and to this day I do not know when these problems 
should have been first seen and dealt with. 
 
Some background information. 
Ideally for labour, baby is positioned head-down, facing mum’s back, with the 
chin tucked to its chest and the back of the head ready to enter the pelvis. 
This is called cephalic presentation.  Most babies settle into this position 
between the 32nd and 36th week of pregnancy.  Other foetal positions for 
birth include different types of breech (feet down) and occiput posterior 
position (face up). 
I didn’t remember this bit by the way – I confess to looking it up. 
 
Our baby was occiput posterior positioned – face up. 
Well, things got difficult.  After many hours in labour, mum got very tired, and 
everyone’s heartbeat was racing – especially our baby’s.   
Anyone who’s listened to the heartbeat of a baby in the delivery suite – it’s a 
sound never forgotten.  Mostly with good memories - but sometimes not! 
 
Things were getting very excited and sweaty and partly because the small 
birthing room we were in was now filling with medics from everywhere.  I 
think there were at least 6 medics of different ranks and stature at the end. 
 
It was around this point that dad stepped in to take charge.  He was the only 
person in the room who knew absolutely nothing about what was going on – 
or why – other than having had a similar experience a couple of years before. 
 
Having listened to the medics talk among themselves – brief me in on what 
they thought was happening and what they thought could happen – it was 
clear to me that nothing certain WAS happening.  And it needed to! 
 
I decided my wife was going to have an emergency Caesarean Section. 
Sorry mum – but it felt right at the time – like some things do in emergency 
situations like these.   
 

6 I remember the room went silent and all the lower jaws dropped.  Then 
things started to happen and happen quickly. 
 
HRA was a scrap when she was born and I remember a neighbour of ours 
admitting to me – having seen her in the incubator a day later - that she 
thought she wouldn’t make it.   Having seen her myself – I had no doubts.  
Before that, however – back in the delivery suite - I had huge doubts.  And 
that included doubts about the team that surrounded the bed on that 
traumatic and long day in early September.  
 
Well, HRA is an NHS nurse today and thankfully has no recollection 
whatsoever of her birthday. 
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Now the analysis. 
 

7 The situation had been horrific for everyone and - quite frankly - we were not 
sure how things might develop as time went by.  With that in mind, we took 
the step to acquire the medical notes recording the whole written story – just 
in case there was an eventual need to go legal. 
 
Looking back as mum and I did – with mum being close to the inner workings 
of the RUH hospital and thus knowing a few things – it became clear to us 
that there was a clear reluctance to give the order for a Caeser on the day. 
 
We actually didn’t know about quotas then - in anything relative to hospital 
treatment at the time.  In fairness, such things are most certainly kept under 
wraps with only senior admin and medic staff knowing the detail.  After all, it 
is not good PR to have such things talked about in public. 
 
Could the reluctance to make the decision have been because the RUH 
delivery team were trying to stay within their allotted birthing quota?  
Quite possibly, YES – if not likely – and due to the following. 
 
The conclusion that mum and I came to was this. 
A normal birth – usually one that is almost guaranteed for the second go – is 
a very quick thing.  Mum and baby are out in under 36hrs – job done. 
 
On the other hand, a Caesarean is another thing entirely. 
Here we are looking at gearing up a theatre with a staffing of eight senior 
medics at least - followed by a two-week hospital stay for mum and baby. 
That is all bad enough when the Caesarean has been planned.  When it 
hasn’t been – like mum’s wasn’t - then that delivers further complications all 
round for the hospital – including another unwelcome statistic. 
 
A Caesarean is clearly expensive on all the NHS resources – and probably 
best avoided on cost grounds alone if the delivery team can fashion it so. 
 

8 Mum, daughter HRA and me, had been very lucky as it turned out.   
Kathryn Leigh and her parents weren’t. 
 
Have a read of this BBC account of the eventual investigation into maternity 
events and practices at one general hospital in the Shrewsbury and Telford 
NHS Trust. 
 
Consider this one quote: 

Kathryn was delivered in a poor condition following an emergency 
caesarean section after her mother had been in labour all night. She 
needed to be resuscitated but the medics used the wrong equipment, 
and the baby died within 21 minutes of her birth. The trust admitted that 
error but refused to accept criticism of its maternity care at the inquest 
into Kathryn's death, held in April 2003. 
 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-60434299
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-60434299
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An expert witness called by the coroner told the court, "In my opinion, 
Kathryn Leigh's need for resuscitation arose from incompetent 
management of her mother's pregnancy and labour". 

 
Later in the article, this quote:  

Since 2017, the CQC [Care Quality Commission] has been rating the 
safety of maternity services in England. Its latest figures show that 41% of 
units need to improve their safety, while just 1% are rated as outstanding. 
 

And then this: 
The interim Ockenden report led to a near £100m investment in maternity 
services in England. NHS England wrote to all health trusts last week 
telling them to no longer limit the number of caesarean sections they 
offer women. 
 

9 The one thing that is again underlined for me here - is this. 
Many people have great respect for the NHS and the staff who work for it.  
However, the trick is not to have our views coloured by the rose-tinted 
glasses that such thoughts can give us – blinding us from seeing the reality. 
 
Not everything in the NHS garden is rosy - as we can see from this story.   
It’s up to us – our very selves – to make our own judgements about what is 
happening and needs to happen at the time – if not sooner.   
And I don’t limit this view to the Maternity Wing!  
 
The events of the last two years have shown us – and taught us – so much 
about what is wrong and severely lacking within the NHS.  All of us need to 
be aware and discerning about the treatments available and the choices we 
as service users can make. 
 
This is a time when so much in our lives – corporations, institutions, 
government administration and so much more - needs to be placed under a 
laboratory microscope.  When it is – and the process has begun in different 
ways already – what is found are THREE Main diseases – or viruses – with a 
capacity to breed, spread and infect, in a way that nothing else does: 

1. Corruption  
Practices that protect interests and present undue opportunities  

2. Profit 
Practices treating profit as the No.1 goal - above and ahead of people 

3. Cover-up 
Practices that prevent investigation and unduly protect reputations  

  
Everywhere one might care to look, these practices are happening and many 
of them are happening right under our very noses.  The last two years in 
particular show us all too clearly the presence of these THREE Main diseases 
– and they have all been reported on in the mainstream media. 
Parties at No.10 - Boris Johnson, contract awards by Matt Hancock and the 
huge profits creamed by Big Pharma are just a few memory joggers. 
 
Are we happy with this state of affairs?  Who could be? 
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This being so, there is a mammoth job to be undertaken - and not by those 
who would normally carry out the demolition and rebuild process. 
Once it is done though – just imagine for one moment what our world might 
feel like – let alone might be like!   
You might just think about that. 
 
Concerning the NHS though, it is time to pull off the rose-tinted glasses and 
take a good long critical look at how it operates for us a key service provider.  
Believe me, it is not currently what most people think it is! 
 

10 In the meanwhile, for any mum on the path to giving birth, I will say this. 
Make sure you and your partner are as well briefed as you can be – for every 
stage of the pregnancy - and the birthing of course.  There are times, when – 
rare as they may be – someone needs to stand up and take charge. 
 
Happy birthings!     
 

 CONNECT’S Maxim and Oath 
Connect is only interested in finding and sharing the TRUTH. 

In search of that TRUTH, we only pose questions – we have no answers. 
 

 By: David Charles 
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